Chapter 8 Managing Appliance Operations

Managing the operations of a NIOS appliance involves defining system parameters such as time, security, and port settings. It also includes configuring operations such as scheduling tasks, defining approval workflows, managing licenses, managing extensible attributes, and configuring access control for supported operations.
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Configuring Access Control

To effectively manage your core network services, you can grant legitimate hosts access to specific tasks and operations using an access control list (ACL) or anonymous access control entries (ACEs). Depending on your admin permissions, you can configure a named ACL, and then apply it to multiple operations, such as file distribution and DNS zone transfers. For information about admin permissions, see About Administrative Permissions.

When you define a named ACL, you add access control types such as IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, IPv4 and IPv6 networks, nested named ACLs, and TSIG key based ACEs to a list, and then grant each entry in the list the Allow or Deny permission. For information about named ACLs and how to configure them, see Defining Named ACLs. Note that each operation supports specific access control types. You cannot apply a named ACL to an operation that does not support the access control types contained in the named ACL. For more information about which NIOS operations support access control and which access control types each operation supports, see Operations that Support Access Control.

When you add or modify a named ACL, or when you import named ACLs and ACEs to an existing named ACL through CSV import, the appliance does not automatically validate the ACEs in the list. For more information about how to import named ACLs and ACEs, refer to the Infoblox CSV Import Reference.

To avoid conflicts and unexpected results, you must perform validations for all named ACLs before you use them for access control. When the appliance detects a conflict or an optimized issue about a specific ACE during the validation process, it displays detailed information in a CSV file. For more information about ACL validation, see Validating Named ACLs.